10-13-88: DET. PARSELLS briefed me concerning the GORDON MACRAE situation. We discussed the possibility of a body wire. We were recently denied such a request by the AG's office, in a very similar case. I suggested he call and request one anyway. I advised Parsells, that MACRAE fit the pedophile profile, and I suspected there might exist a problem. I suggested continue meeting MacRae, under close police supervision. I have known for several years. Although he has been truthful with me, his credibility is lacking. I mentioned the and situations to Parsells. Additionally, Off. MCLAUGHLIN has been monitoring this situation. We had discussed MacRae's involvement with area youth this past summer. Mclaughlin has since filed supplements to this case, and investigating. It was clear, that this situation warranted continued investigative efforts, whereas many troubled and vulnerable youths are frequently referred to the Monadnock Substance Abuse Council (Gordon MacRae).

10-14-88: I spoke with PAUL MONTGOMERY, reporter for the Keene Sentinel. I recalled once seeing a Monadnock Profile featuring MacRae. Montgomery commented that he knew someone, who knew something odd -- about MacRae. I asked him to speak with that person, and express my eagerness to interview them. Montgomery obtained a copy of the profile article, dated 12-29-84.
10-17-88: I spoke with JSO -- EMMETT DWYER concerning this matter. DWYER has been working with [REDACTED] (who is currently at Lake Shore Hospital in Nashua for drug/alcohol treatment). [REDACTED] is a sexual offender. DWYER is attempting to get him into a special program in Minnesota. Recalling past relationship with MacRae, including frequent meals at the Colony Mill, numerous social visits, etc., I briefed DWYER on the [REDACTED] development. DWYER, a former abuse investigator is very sensitive to these matters and capable at assessing if interview timing is appropriate. He will consider speaking with [REDACTED] should the setting be appropriate.

10-21-88: DWYER informs me that he learned from DCYS worker Judy Henderson, that MACRAE may be on -- or is about to be placed upon, the sexual offenders list. For reasons unclear to me, HENDERSON was unwilling to share further information about this matter, however DWYER learned that NHSP TR. JIM KELLEY was involved in the investigation. I attempted to contact KELLEY, however he was unavailable. At 17:00 Hrs., I informed McLaughlin of the developments, and requested he contact KELLEY (who was working that evening).

10-28-88: McLaughlin advised me that he had received a copy of the report from Kelley, which suspected MACRAE of being involved in mutual masturbation with a patient at Spofford Hall. DCYS worker Syliva Gale of the Concord office was still working the case, and was very interested in our investigation. GALE advised MCLAUGHLIN, that MACRAE'S background is suspect. MACRAE was transferred to NH from FLA. It was alleged, that MACRAE was sexually involved with two boys, one who later was mutilated and murdered. GALE did not know the jurisdiction, or if MACRAE was in fact a suspect. MCLAUGHLIN sent a teletype to FLA requesting information from any agency familiar with the circumstances as described by GALE.
10-31-88 09:20 hrs: In response to the teletype, a response was received from Det. JACK HOFFMAN, Hollywood, Fla., 305-921-3361. HOFFMAN stated that he was still investigating a 1981 murder case of national attention; that of ADAM WALSH. This case resulted in the formation of the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, and was featured in a movie "The Adam Walsh Story". HOFFMAN explained, although serial killer HENRY LEE LUCAS confessed to the murder (and dozens more), he was unable to provide any evidence (such as the location of certain missing body parts). His confession is not considered credible -- in this particular case. Others have confessed as well -- all confessions to date lacking credibility.

HOFFMAN stated that on the morning of the abduction from a shopping mall, ADAM WALSH and his mother visited a Catholic Church. They met with a priest to discuss tuition for the school year. HOFFMAN did not know the name of the priest, or if there was a connection. I provided him with our information, which he will check into.

10:15 Hrs: Det. Sgt. Michael Thompson of Pensacola, FLA called. THOMPSON stated he had arrested a priest about 8 years ago, following an undercover homosexual sting operation. The priest had initially refused to identify himself. THOMPSON described his the priest from memory -- a very similar description to that of MACRAE. He will research and send the file and mug-shot.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Booking No.</td>
<td>13547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case No.</td>
<td>89-02440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Person Arrested (Last Name, First Name, Middle Name)</td>
<td>MacRae Gordon James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Maiden/Nickname/Alias</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Address</td>
<td>59 Summit Road Apt#12 Keene, NH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Age</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 DOB</td>
<td>09 Mo APR YR 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 SEX</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 HT.</td>
<td>5'9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 WT.</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 WT.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Hair</td>
<td>BRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Eyes</td>
<td>BLUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Complex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Spouse</td>
<td>Fr single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 DOB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 SMT</td>
<td>none noted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Occupation/Employer</td>
<td>Catholic Priest/Manch Dioc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Date of Arrest</td>
<td>18NOV66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Time of Arrest</td>
<td>1230 HRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Place of Arrest</td>
<td>Keene Police Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 S.S. No.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Crime/RS A</td>
<td>Endangering Welfare/Of a child 639:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Crime/RS A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Crime/RS A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Crime/RS A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Date of Offense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Location of Crime</td>
<td>Keene, NH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Vehicle Used</td>
<td>1988 Toyota white carolla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Plate No.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 State</td>
<td>NH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Disposition of Vehicle</td>
<td>with suspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 Articles Seized as Evidence</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 Location of Evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Arrest By</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 Injuries, If Yes, Explain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 Hospitalized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 I certify that I have arrested the defendant and have turned him over to the Keene Police Dept.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 Transporting Officer</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 Arresting Officer</td>
<td>Ptlm McLaughlin Sgt Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 Photo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 43 Keene I.D. No. | | 44 "I was informed of my right to use the phone."
| 45 Searched By | | 46 Disposition of Prisoner: to court |
| 47 Cell No. | | 48 Time | 1300 |
| 48 Date | 11-18-88 |
| 49 Person Notified for Juvenile | | 50 Time Notified | |
| 50 Notified By | | 52 Relationship | |

**Narrative of Arrest**

As arranged, the suspect came to the station and was processed for this charge. The suspect then met with the assistant City Attourney who assured he understood the disposition.
Statement of GORDON JAMES MACRAE as given to Detective Sgt. Hal G. Brown and Det. James F. McLaughlin on 11-14-88, at 18:51 hrs., at the Keene Police Department. I have been fully advised and understand my rights. I wish to give the following statement concerning my activities involving some area persons and solicitation for sexual matters.

My name is GORDON JAMES MACRAE. I am 35 years old. I presently live at 50 Summit Rd., Keene NH. I am currently executive director of Monadnock Region Substance Abuse Council. I have a Master of Divinity degree from t. Mary University, Baltimore, Md.

I came in today aware that there was an investigation and an allegation of endangering. I was confronted with information that I engaged in sexual suggestive conversation with a minor, that may have led to a sexual incident. That minor is ___. The conversation took place in my home, while ___ was assisting me with the repairs of some furniture. I dont remember the exact date or time, but it was late last spring of 1988. The conversation denoted prostitution. There was no sexual incident. It appears that my conversation was to solicit a sexual incident. I'm not sure what I would have done, had __ accepted.

This has occurred to a lesser extent to two other youths, who I identify as ___, and ___. This also occurred with ___ aged 19. Also to a lesser extent and as in the other cases, there was no sexual incident.
During the summer months, I met [redacted] who worked for me through a family owned business. During this time he spoke often to me about a close adult friend of his named Gordon MaCrea. I knew MaCrea from answering a few police complaints at the St Bernard Church. At the time MaCrea was there as a priest. I can recall speaking to him about his past occupation. He told me he worked as a detective involved with youth crimes, in the city of Baltimore, Md. He left there and joined the priesthood. Having grown up catholic I have always associated a priest with truthfulness. However when speaking with MaCrea, I had an uneasy feeling about his credability, regardless of his trappings.

MaCrea would leave his place of work at will and appear at [redacted] work place with a cold drink and snack for the boy. [redacted] would then sit in MaCrea's vehicle and spent his break with him and make other plans. When [redacted] was done for the day he would call MaCrea who would then leave work regardless of the hour and pick the boy up. [redacted] schedule was irregular and MaCrea seemed to accomodate at the slightest whim. MaCrea worked as a councilor at an alcohol and drug abuse center located on Route 32 in Swanzey, NH. [redacted] told me that MaCrea had been an alcoholic and left the church temporarily to help others with their addictions. As I worked with [redacted] I asked him a number of questions about MaCrea's questionable behavior. What I learned caused me some concern because they pointed towards pedophilic behavior on the part of MaCrea. [redacted] described MaCrea as both a friend to himself and to his family. He said they did a number of activities together after work/school. [redacted] also said he had been to MaCrea's apartment a number of times. [redacted] worked until he was scheduled to attend a Boy scout camp located near Manchester, NH. He was going to be staying at the camp for a number of weeks. I asked him if he thought he might become homesick. He countered by stating, MaCrea was going to travel to the camp to make periodic visits.

[redacted] father (step) is [redacted] who works at the Cheshire County Jail and as the truancy officer for Unit 29.
His mother works for the real father still keeps in touch and has recently traveled to his fathers home for a visit. is a likable young man who is small for his age. He is 14 years old but only weights about 98 pounds. He recently became involved with the Police through his short lived friendship with went to JV court for criminal mischief as a result of throwing a rock from a moving school bus. This rock struck a windshield of a car which was damaged. was then directed to the earn-it program.

also spoke about a young man who broke into MaCrea's apartment and stole some of his blank checks. These checks were later forged and cashed. MaCrea did not report the crime which was uncovered when the checks were cashed. A co-defendant in the check cashing case stated the crime was motivated by what MaCrea might have done to the kid who stole the checks. This subject was identified as, who when interviewed said, he had a long relationship with MaCrea. During this relationship MaCrea became a father figure, who treated to dinners, outings, and other activities. speculated that MaCrea might well be gay and using him for possible sexual activity, in the future. At the end of his interview he recanted a little and said he might be wrong about MaCrea's sexual orientation.

On 19 Oct 88, I was reading the boards and found a report by Det Parsells about MaCrea. Since works in the station area, I removed the report since it might be seen by her. I'm sure she would become alarmed since MaCrea has had a long relationship with her family and especially with her son. I called Parsells and explained this to him. He was unaware that the report had been posted and asked me to pull it. I briefed him on this aspect of the investigation.
During the month of August I spoke with Sgt Brown about pooling any information on Macrea so that we could track his behavior, for future problems. I decided not to interview [redacted] until we had some information on the suspects sexual preferences. I did not feel at the time that an interview could be justified until some information such as that developed by Det Parsells, could be documented. At this time I feel an interview with [redacted] is warranted. I have a good relationship with him and feel that I would be able to uncover any sexual misconduct on the part of Macrea if it does exist. [redacted] may also have information on others youths that associate with Macrea.

On 19 Oct 88, I also learned that the suspect has a relationship with the [redacted] family. [redacted] refers to him as a family friend. She used to live in Tanglewood and recently relocated her large family to Westmoreland. Two of her sons ran away from her home and were located in Keene. Trooper Resinberg handled the matter. [redacted] initially said she couldn't come and get the boys but would arrange to have Macrea pick them up for her. According to Trooper Resinberg's supervisor, he might have further information on Macrea since he refered to him as a possible pedophil.

Looking over some of the information uncovered about the suspect, he appears to gain access to young males through using an authority role. He furthers this by offering materiald rewards and social activities to further his associations with young men. Some other factors include:

1. has had jobs dealing with youths
2. deals with young men of a particular age group
3. has had a possible history of either drug or alcohol abuse
4. associates with young males through, dinning, swimming, home movies, other activities.
5. he has been victimized by one of his young male associates who wanted to punish him for some perceived wrong.
Some areas as of yet unexplored of the suspects would include the following:

1. Why the suspect left the Baltimore Police Department.
2. Why the suspect left the church to work in a counseling program.
3. The extent of MaCrea's own drug/alcohol abuse problems
4. MaCrea's relationship with [redacted]
5. MaCrea's relationship with [redacted]
6. MaCrea's relationship with some of the [redacted] family members

Investigation to continue.
On 21 Oct 88, I called the Baltimore MD Police Department and asked them to check their records for any past employment of the suspect. They did so and did not locate any records for Gordon MacRae. They suggested I call the Baltimore County Police since the two agencies are confused with each other on occasion.

I spoke with Sgt Brown about this case and he told me that he had had contact with the suspect. The suspect met through the Monadnock Regional Substance Abuse service Center, where the suspect works as a counselor. I checked the file and found two reports with the suspect's name in them. The first, dated 3 May 88, in which MacRae's name appears as a worker at the abuse center which was contacted by the family for assistance with their son. The second report, dated 13 June 88, described a domestic fight in the home which resulted in the house. Then went to a public phone and called MacRae at about 2200 Hours. MacRae left his home and assisted by taking him to the Cheshire Hospital. had sprained his ankle when jumping from a second story window. It was also noted in the file, MacRae wanted a CHIN's petition filed on, but was unwilling to have his name associated with it. He wanted a family member to sign the petition instead of him. This was not possible and Sgt Brown explained this to MacRae. From information learned recently, MacRae might have been motivated not to have his name appear, fearing information may be in a position to reveal if he became unsettled with MacRae. This is assuming that MacRae might have something between himself and which he does not want others privy to. and should all be interviewed about this suspect at this point.

I spoke with Det Parsells who said he would keep in contact with his source to develop further information on the suspect. The source was to have been with the suspect Tuesday, 18 Oct 88. He has been asked to report back to Parsells with what transpired.
On 27 Oct 88, I spoke with Trp Keys about this suspect. She had spoke with whole's two sons had run away from their Westmoreland Home. The suspect was identified as a good friend of the family. Keys had no information about the suspect being sexually involved with either male. However she did report of one of the best boys being with a known pedophile. No connection between MacRae and this subject could be developed other then their relationship to one of the boys. is from New York and his parents own a home on Spofford Lake. This home was the scene of a teenage rape in which the victim was beaten close to death with a fireplace poker.

I also spoke with Trp Reed who told me that a source of information on MacRae could be learned from, who is presently in State Prison for an arson conviction. Reed states that and MacRae have had sexual relations in the past. used to work at the Athens pizza palace here in Keene. His date of birth is .

I spoke with Trp Miles and he states he has seen the suspect in the YMCA. The suspects association with the Y isn't known at this time. However the YMCA has attracted a number of pedophiles in the past, both as volunteers and has regular members.

I then spoke with Trp Kelly who handled a DCYS referral out of Concord regarding the suspect. The incident involved a 17 year old patient who was at Spofford Hall being treated for substance or alcohol abuse. He comes from Massachusetts. The suspect was working at Spofford Hall as a councilor. The victim reports some mutual masturbation between himself and the suspect. The incident was reported by the victim to another staff member. However the investigation was hampered by the boys father who was concerned about his sons mental health. The incident was not pursued due to the victim being isolated from Police contact. The suspect was interviewed by Kelly and he did waive his rights against his attorneys wishes and advice (Charles Donahue).
The suspect gave a story that the victim asked to see him alone about a confession. While in an office the victim exposed himself and started to masturbate. The suspect did not participate and further stated he was grabbed by the victim. The suspect also gave information on the victim so far as his sexual contact with another male patient. I have a copy of the state police report. The status of the case is closed, because of the inability to contact the victim.

In the case file is a reference to another incident in the Portsmouth area which DCYS was also involved. I placed a call to Portsmouth and asked for a youth aid officer to call us with any information they have on the suspect.

Sgt Brown arranged to get a copy of an article which appeared in the Keene Sentinel. The article featured the suspect in the Monadnock Profile section of the paper which usually comes out on Saturday. I reviewed the article and found the following items:

1. The suspect claims to have investigated juvenile crimes in Baltimore before becoming a priest.

2. The suspect had been in Keene for 2 1/2 yrs when the item appeared in the paper.

3. The suspect identified himself as an x-cop and x-alcoholic.

4. The suspect grew up in the Lynn/Boston Massachusetts area.

5. The suspect majored in psychology and criminology at St Anselm college, and received a masters from St Mary's University of Baltimore, in counseling.

6. The suspect took a job in 1978 investigating missing children cases for the Baltimore County Police Department. His boss was identified as Major Patricia Hanges, who was the Director of the youth division. The article also tells about an incident in which the suspect destroyed some marijuana found on a young boy. He stated he did this to help the boy who might have otherwise gone back to reform school.

7. The suspect stated he spent 6 months in a parish that covered the Groveton/North Stratford area of New Hampshire, and later was in the Hampton area. In 1983 he was sent to Keene at St Bernards.

8. The suspect listed his position with the substance abuse center, and the Highway safety Board, and the Youth activities Board.
Portsmouth Police called back and said they had no record of arrest for the suspect. However, a check with their Youth Aid Bureau might yield some other information not recorded in their card file.

On 28 Oct 88, I called Mrs. Myers who works out of the DCYS office here in Keene. I asked about the suspect and she told me Judy Henderson knew something about him but wasn’t in at this time. She also told me Sylvia Gale was also working the suspect. Myers explained that Gale is a special investigator who handles sensitive cases out of the Concord office.

On 28 Oct 88, I called Sylvia Gale and spoke about the suspect. We spoke first about the Spofford Hall incident. Gale states she still might be able to speak to the victim and intends to do so. We then spoke about the Hampton incident. Gale states the incident involved the suspect being sexually involved with a young male. The actual incident took place in 1983, but wasn’t seriously investigated by the Hampton Police until 1986.

Gale then told me about another incident in which MacRae had convinced a Berlan Court Judge to give him custody of a young male. The DCYS office then moved through the Courts and regained custody. The child did not allege any sexual misconduct.

Gale then told me about some information she developed third-hand about the suspect. The Catholic Church back in 1983 had moved the suspect from a Florida Church to Berlan New Hampshire. The reason was that the suspect was involved sexually with two boys. One of these two was murdered and his body mutilated. The case is supposed to be still unsolved. The jurisdiction of this crime has not been established at this time.

I briefed Gale on the case we have established thus far in Keene. I arranged to keep her informed. Gale also has offered her assistance in this case.
On 28 Oct 88, I sent a TT message to all state agencies in Florida for a response to any unit handling a murder which matches that described by Sylvia Gale. See attached.

On 28 Oct 88, I saw the suspects car parked near the front entrance of the apartment building. Most other times if not everytime I have checked his car is always parked in stall number 12. I watched his apartment from 2100 to 2400 Hours and did not note any movement.

Investigation to continue.
On 31 Oct 88, I was called in to follow up this case. I met with Sgt Brown and we discussed the direction this case should take. Brown asked me to follow up with a subject from the Keene Sentinel who may have some information. We also discussed the merits of speaking with Sonya Pick who works with the suspect at the Monadnock Substance Abuse Center. We decided to wait on the Pick interview. Brown also suggested, I speak with David Goldsmith who works at the YMCA. Troop Miles had reported the suspect as a member.

On 31 Oct 88, I went to the YMCA and met with David Goldsmith. We met in a private office, where I told Goldsmith we were investigating Gordon MacRae regarding his relationship with adolescents. Goldsmith said he wasn't surprised and he had form this type of suspicion regarding MacRae. He went and got his membership card to ensure we were speaking about the same person, which we were. Goldsmith states he is known by everyone - the "Y". He uses the "Y" during the morning hours and plays racket ball. His partner is Bob VanBlarcom. The suspect doesn't use the "Y" to meet boys, nor does he bring boys to the "Y", as an activity place. This is according to Goldsmith. The membership card also has a place for a spouse and siblings. On MacRae card in this place is the name of . He was recently added by MacRae. Goldsmith went on to explain that works at the YMCA, doing some type of maintenance work. Goldsmith in the past watched the interaction of MacRae and and is suspicious of them. He watched a number of times as money was exchanged from MacRae to . This made him feel obligated to question . He then learned MacRae is a close family friend of both and his mother. The impression Goldsmith had was that MacRae and are closer than just being friends. Goldsmith also was aware that pedophiles do associate closely with their marks mother or family to continue their abusive relationship. No other males are associated with MacRae when he is at the YMCA.

I asked Goldsmith to keep this conversation confidential and to keep an eye on the suspect for any possible information that might assist us.
and his two sons, and were in the Keene District Court for an unrelated matter. Both I and Sgt Brown spoke with in a separate room from his sons. Both boys were identified as being associated with the suspect. Although said he never had any suspicions of MacRae being sexual with his son, his behavior and true motivations were unknown to him. He explained that MacRae could be considered a close family friend. The family has known the suspect from their membership in the St Bernards Church and through their sons at the time being enrolled in the St Josephs school. The school is adjacent and associated with the parish. explained that his work is in New York and that has a result he is away from the family a great deal. He also states his family has gone through a tough financial problem which they have finally freed themselves of. During this time the family found assistance from MacRae. said initially MacRae was a weekly visitor to 's house. He states is close to Macrea and his older son is not that close to him. The closest family member to Macrea is his 12 year old son After it was disclosed what we were investigating about MacRae, Mr said he was always uncomfortable about what MacRae was really up to. He said MacRae would often take his sons seperately or as a group out to dinner or to the movies. He always said MacRae seemed to spend a lot of money on the boys, but at the time he didn't question it. I asked to reflect back on MacRae activities and recall any one incident that troubled him. He then said that on his 14th birthday received a camera. That felt it was expensive and later priced the camera in a local store and found it sold for about $50.00. He could not understand why MacRae would spend so much on his son.

said he was more concerned about his sons dealing with a subject named feels he is gay and is attracted to his sons. He described as living on Spofford Lake and who comes from Powderbridge, NY. I had come across this name before and ran a triple III on the subject with negative results.
I explained to [redacted] that I felt an interview with his sons was merited to explore the relationship between his sons and the suspect. He agreed and was very cooperative with me. I asked him not to ask his sons any questions about MacRae and to allow the Police to ask the questions, and he would be fully briefed after the interviews.

I returned to the office and found a message from Sylvia Gale. As I waited for the [redacted] family to arrive, I called her. I briefed Gale on what had taken place to date and what was planned. She wanted to arrange a meeting so we could compare notes on the suspect. I asked Gale about the 1983 incident which the suspect was accused of. She then told me that the male victim was an altar boy at the same church with the suspect. The victim at a young age had aspirations of becoming a priest. A relationship developed between the suspect and the victim as a result. The victim disclosed the sexual relations between himself and the suspect as a result of some type of mental breakdown. This breakdown being either the result or in part the result of the sexual abuse suffered by the victim. Gale is unsure if a law enforcement agency took part in the investigation. She did know that the suspect admitted to the sexual abuse to a high church official. That the church paid for all of the medical needs of the victim and possibly his schooling as well. The suspect as a result was transferred to Keene. No criminal charge is believed to have resulted from this incident. Gale has other information on the suspect which I will follow up on.
I spoke with [redacted] first. [redacted] is a tall thin, dark haired, 14 year old, who will be 15 on [redacted]. He lives with both of his parents in Westmoreland, NH. Body language at the start of the interview and throughout appeared to be open. His eye contact at first was not established and towards the end he started to look at me with glances. He first met the suspect when he was attending the St Joseph's school. MacRae according to [redacted] was the acting principle at the time. He recalls himself being in the second grade. I asked him the standard questions about whether the suspect ever caused him any worries and make him feel awkward at times. Before I could introduce the question of sexual touch, [redacted] told me, "Well Gordon's queer".

I asked him how he concluded this. He said he didn't know. When questioned further about this, [redacted] said it was from what Gordon said, how he said it, and the time and money he spent on him and other boys his age. [redacted] then interjected that [redacted] who sees Gordon for drug counseling came up to him in the school hallway yesterday and said something about Gordon. When asked to explain, [redacted] said [redacted] stated, "Gordon was queer". [redacted] told [redacted] he knew and no further conversation about the suspect took place. What caused the remark by [redacted], and how he formed this opinion is not known to [redacted].

[redacted] denies any sexual involvement with the suspect. He also denies any conversation with the suspect about any sexual subject. I asked [redacted] if he suspect the suspect as having been sexually active with any of his friends. He thought a moment, and then gave the name of [redacted] (spelling). This subject is supposed to have been through a few name changes because of family movement. He lives in Richmond, NH at this time. [redacted] explained that [redacted] knew MacRae and that at one point he didn't want to be around him any longer and acted odd when caught in his presence. [redacted] stated he asked [redacted] "What are you and Gordon queering out with each other". Then denied any sexual involvement. [redacted] states he believes the denial. I asked [redacted] if I asked him the same question, how would be respond if was indeed, being abused.
I asked about others kids his age who know or frequent the suspect's home. He then mentioned and who he said lived on a street across from the hospital. He later described some movie viewing in the suspect's home in which these kids were in attendance.

I asked about the camera he was given by the suspect. He said it was for his birthday and that he picked it out. The cost being about $40.00 The reason Gordon gave such an expensive gift isn't known to . He countered with the fact that Gordon gave something to for his birthday as well. He then described other money spent by the suspect on him and his brothers and other males his age. The suspect would pick the boys up alone or together and take them to dinner. The boys would select the restaurant such as McDonald's, Friendlies, or whatever they choose. recalls one incident in which he selected a place called  which is located in Manchester. Without hesitation, Gordon took him.

I asked about receiving any money from the suspect. He told me that he and another subject who he doesn't know, worked for MacRae at the Monadnock Substance Abuse center. He moved furniture and other work at the Center for pay. I later learned from another subject that has received cash from MacRae as well as other gifts which he did not speak about with me.

I asked about being alone with the suspect. He recalls two or three times he was alone in the suspect's vehicle, such as driving to school. He also mentioned that he was with the suspect on one occasion and his brother was there as well. During this event brother said he was going to leave. said he didn't want to be alone with the suspect and gave his brother the eye about leaving him alone. explained that he was concerned about Gordons sexual orientation and a possible pass.

I also spoke with about his brother (age 12) relationship with the suspect. He didn't have anything really to offer. He described his relationship as similar to what has experienced from the suspect.
I asked [redacted] about going to the suspects home and he said he has been there 2 or 3 times, but added he has always been there with others. He described one of these visits as his being there with [redacted] and [redacted]. That they watched television and the suspect was there as well. Nothing noteworthy was reported as having occurred. I asked whether he has ever slept over there and he said he alone with his brother [redacted] did so about three weekends ago. The suspect was there as well as the suspects brother. He was visiting possibly from Brattleboro and is approximately 21 years old according to [redacted].

I checked the Monadnock Profile article on the suspect and found no reference to a brother. The brothers age is estimated at 21 and the suspect is 35, not that it isn't possible for him to have a brother this age. [redacted] added that the suspects brother is presently going out with a former teacher of his. [redacted] said he arrived at 0100 in the morning and stayed the night. He states no alcohol or drugs have been used by him in the use and their use is never sanctioned by the suspect. No alcohol has ever been seen by [redacted] in the suspects home.

I again returned to the subject about [redacted] believing that Gordon is gay. He further explained by saying it was from the way he acts which is very different then the way his father behaves. Also the amount of time he spends with kids. I asked if Gordon was the type of guy that touches a lot and he said he wasn't. He could recall only one incident in which he struck MacRae to the stomach jokingly and MacRae in turn messed up his hair. Other then that he can't recall ever being touched by the suspect.

[redacted] also knows [redacted] and I asked him to tell me what he thought about him and his relationship to MacRae. [redacted] said the suspect spends a great deal of time with that their together all the time, and that [redacted] isn't interested in girls. [redacted] also said he knows a couple of kids who are receiving counseling from the suspect. These are [redacted] and [redacted].

I asked [redacted] if there was anything else I should know about the suspect. He mentioned something about the suspects fish, and again repeated about the suspect being close to [redacted]...
After speaking with [redacted], I spoke his older brother [redacted]. He explained that his relationship to the suspect is limited as compared to his other brothers. He mentioned going out for ice cream with the suspect and that his brothers were along as well. [redacted] was asked about being at the suspects home. He said he was there once last winter and watched some TV. He added that others were there at the time and he wasn't at the suspects home alone. A movie was rented called "Lethal Weapon". He recalled his brother being there and that [redacted] stopped in for a while as well. [redacted] was asked about the suspect and his brother [redacted] and had nothing to add, other then what was already known.

[redacted] states he never though of the suspect as gay. He mentioned a subject named [redacted] who he called a bisexual. He said he knows he is gay because he threw a pass at one of his friends. His friend was staying the night at [redacted] and was approached while he was sleeping. [redacted] later claimed the boy must have had hallucination. [redacted] still sees [redacted] and has no problems being seen in public with him. [redacted] states [redacted] has never thrown any passes at him.

[redacted] was asked about other youths associated with the suspect. Besides those already known, he named [redacted] as a friend of the suspect. [redacted] did not know where this subject lives, but gave his age at approximately 15 years old. [redacted] said [redacted] has made some noise about Gordon being gay.

I asked [redacted] where the suspect would take him and his brothers. He mentioned the small golf course on Rt 12 in Swanzey, and local restaurants and the movies. I asked [redacted] why MacRae would do this, and he said he didn't know, maybe he was just trying to be nice.

I ended the interview asking [redacted] if he would speak with his brother [redacted] about whether Gordon has ever made any pass(s) or has had relations with him. I stressed the importance of this situation not going unaddressed. He said he would make the attempt and get back to me if anything was developed.
After speaking with both boys, I met briefly with [redacted] to report to him that no admissions of sexual involvement took place. That the behavior of the suspect with his sons was very suspect and whether his sons continue a relationship with the suspect or not was a family decision. I asked him to speak with his wife and then decide which was best for the two boys and the rest of the family. He also said his wife [redacted] is close to their son [redacted] and that he would be asked about any possible sexual acts or suggestions he might have received from the suspect.

I called Det Fox who works with the Youth Aid section of the Baltimore County Police Department. The department has 1,800 sworn officers. The officer I spoke with did not know the suspect but said other older police officers in the unit recall him and were very interested in what has been developed. I read the newspaper clipping about the suspect's police history. The detective told me that the suspect never was a sworn police officer and had no powers of arrest. He was an intern while he was going through the seminary. His job was as a counselor for both abuse and incorrigible victims. The years of service were for 1980-81 and not the 1978 as written in the article. Although the article never states that the suspect was a police officer, the implication is clear, and at the least a lie through omission. Det Fox wanted a copy of our report so that subjects who had past contact could be interview for any possible abuse.

Baltimore County Police Department
Det Stephen Fox
7209 Bellair Road
Baltimore, MD 21206
On 31 Oct 88, I went to the County Jail to speak with [redacted]. I had left an earlier message on his answering machine at his residence hoping to speak with him before he went to work. [redacted] works at the County jail as a guard and is the father of [redacted] who has known and still visits with the suspect. After developing information on the suspect, I wanted to arrange for a meeting. I explained to [redacted] about the suspect. I did not refer to any information on the suspect which has not been confirmed such as the Florida lead. [redacted] was taken back by the information that I gave him because he realized the possible implication. He then stated that his son has known the suspect since he was nine years old. That [redacted] goes places with the suspect and has been alone with him a number of times over the last couple of years. [redacted] with the information I gave him on the suspect, stated he has always felt something about the suspect's true motivation for being with [redacted]. However he could never quite put his finger on what it was. [redacted] also started to recall that the suspect would give him gifts which were expensive and also the amount of money he must have spent taking [redacted] to movies, dinner, and other activities. [redacted] openly speculated that he had no idea if [redacted] could be coerced or somehow tricked into sexual contact with the suspect.

I apologized for having to break the news to [redacted] while he was at work. I told him I had wanted to speak to both him and his wife while they were together and at home. He stated he understood and he appreciated being told as soon as possible. I then arranged with [redacted] for him to bring his son to the Police Station on 1 Nov 88, at 1500 Hours for an interview. I suggested strongly that [redacted] not be questioned beforehand by the parents. I cautioned [redacted] that when a parent questions a child reference to this type of problem that the conversation can quickly turn accusatory and thus the participants become adversaries. He understood this and said he would have his son at the station at the appointed time. I tried to leave [redacted] with the thought that some philers have a meaningful and nonsexual relationship with some boys to legitimize their self esteem and that possibly [redacted] was this subject.

[Signature]

J.F. McLaughlin

[Signature]
On 31 Oct 88, I returned from the County Jail and received a call from [redacted] had given Sgt Brown a copy of the suspect's Monadnock Profile article and thought he might be able to develop some other information on the suspect which we would find of interest. Although [redacted] is a reporter with the Keene Sentinel he is assisting us as a private subject. [redacted] called because I had stopped by the Sentinel earlier in the day and left a message for him. He said he had learned that the suspect was very close to a woman named [redacted] and that she had two sons. That the older son [redacted] can't stand the suspect and the other son [redacted] is inseparable from the suspect. He said he would check with another source for further information. He states he understands the ramifications that are possible as a result of this type of case with this type of suspect, in the sensitive position that he presently holds. [redacted] said he would call back if he finds out any additional information.

Investigation to resume on 1 November 1988.
On 1 Nov 88, [redacted] said he was traveling to the Lake Shore hospital located in Manchester, NH to transport [redacted] back to Keene for a court appearance. [redacted] has a CHIN petition that was up for review. I decided to go along so that I could interview [redacted] regarding this matter.

We arrived at the hospital around 1030 and collected [redacted]. He appeared to be in good spirits and thrilled about the prospect of smoking at will. The hospital has a number of rules which [redacted] feels are to restrictive and he was watching the clock in anticipation of our arrival.

Once in the car, [redacted] was asked about his treatment and some other forms of treatment that he has received during the last year. The conversation then swung around to MacRae.

The first time [redacted] met the suspect was in either May or June of this year. [redacted] was at a friends house and having some trouble with his drug problem. The mother of this friend called the Monadnock Substance abuse center. The counselor who spoke with over the phone was Gordon MacRae. The suspect asked a number of questions including his age and present whereabouts. The suspect then arranged to meet with [redacted] at the home he was calling from. After picking up [redacted], the suspect took him to McDonalds for some food. From McDonalds, the suspect took [redacted] to his office. After being in the office after a while, he started to feel the need to go to the hospital and was taken there by MacRae. [redacted] explained that he was flipping out from the drugs. Arrangements were then made by MacRae to get [redacted] admitted to the Lake Shore Hospital. [redacted] stated that the suspect told him that if he needed anything, all he needed to do was call. Shortly after, [redacted] called and requested clothing. The suspect bought [redacted] a pair of pants and some socks. The suspect not only bought [redacted] the items but took them to him at the hospital. The suspect also spoke with [redacted] a number of times on the phone.
explained that the first time he met the suspect he was given his card and the suspect wrote his home number on the back and his beeper number. When called the suspect from the hospital he did so collect. The suspect told each time to only call his office collect and not his home. From the money the suspect throws around with teens, I don't think he was worried about the phone bill, but worried about documentation of the phone calls. This is speculation on my part.

went to the Monadnock Substance abuse center once for counseling. However he didn't see the suspect but spoke with a woman.

went on to explain further about his relationship with the suspect. said when he needed money all he had to do was call the suspect. The suspect would then show up where had arranged to meet him. The money was given over and never had to make any promises to pay it back. The amount of money was usually five dollars though he did recall getting ten at one time. estimates he got $50.00 from the suspect over the summer. I asked how he knew he could get away with this. He stated knows the guy and had told him about him being an easy touch for money and gifts. explained that he just used him for money. I asked him if I was to ask Gordon if they were friends, what would he say. said he would probably think so but he just called the guy to get money and things from him. also explained that he met with the suspect at the Colony Mill. was also there and they met in the cafe area of the Mill. mentioned his fines which needed to be paid and MacRae took both boys to his bank and drew out the $65.00 necessary and gave it to . according to it was a gift and didn't need to be repaid.

explained that he has never been to the suspects home but does know where he lives. He states the suspect gave him the offer of coming over any time he wanted. This was to include the staying the night if need be. stated he never did so, but that he kill at 0400 Hrs one time and asked if it would be all right to come over. MacRae stated to that it wasn't, and hung up.
explained that the suspect seemed weird to him but never came on to him sexually. said he continued the relationship for the money. Looking back on it he says it always seemed odd that the guy would do so much and not ask for something in return. Feels as if the suspect may not have been attracted to him and thus didn't make any sexual passes at him. I asked if his friend ever voiced any concerns about the suspect and sexual advances. said he couldn't recall any conversations like that. stated things got to the point where he would call the suspect from the Monadnock High school and say he needed a ride to Keene. The suspect would show up and do it with no hassle. also explained that he was always taken out to dinner and lunch by the suspect. He described places like Papa Gino's and McDonalds. That when they went to dinner or lunch they would always be alone. He also said he would attend AA meetings all the time. The suspect on one night took to an AA meeting at the Antiock College. The night was especially for youths.

I asked what his present relationship was with the suspect. He stated he had called him last Thursday, 27 Oct 88, and had tentatively arranged for him to visit him at the hospital for Wednesday 2 Nov 88. However states the suspect has not called back to confirm the date.

I asked about other youths involved with MacRae. then gave me the names already mentioned. He also mentioned and said that especially was very close to the suspect, and hung around with him a great deal.

also said the suspect associated with his parents a couple of times and they walked away thinking and believing he was a great guy.

I asked if he was tricked into doing something sexual with the suspect would he be willing to say anything. He said he would because he wouldn't want the suspect to hurt others in the same way. He further stated he would get back at the by smashing his car. I briefed E. Dwyer about my conversation with and asked him to follow up if possible. The whole truth may not have been revealed by.
stated that with some passage of time and with leaving the area for further drug treatment, that he may be more comfortable telling more at that time. was also in the car when I had my conversation with and he too, thought that he was not totally candid with his responses.

At about 1400, 1 Nov 88, came to the office and spoke with me. She said she had a tough night because of the news I had shared with . She went through a number of quilt questions that parents seem to go through when the child might be or is a victim of sexual abuse by a stranger. We worked through these. then gave a list of discrepancies she though of from past conversations with the suspect. She also told me that the suspect did not feel comfortable with around and would not stay long if he was home. She also stated that recently the suspect called the house at 2130 at night (school night) and wanted to come out with him for a ride. The mother though it was to late and wasn't allowed to go. She also ran down a number of things that the suspect has done for which included time spent, meals, and other gifts.

was unaware whether the suspect is still associated with the church or not. She recalled a conversation she had with him, in which he stated he had a disagreement with the bishop about assignments. also had heard that MacRae was very close to a who has something to do with JV court. confronted him one day and said she heard they were going to be married. The suspect said he had heard this as well and said he had no plans. I also asked about whether the suspect had any brothers. I mentioned the 21 Year old from Brattleboro. She said that subject isn't his brother but a friend. She did not know the subjects name. I also asked to find out which Diocese the suspect was assigned to when he was in Florida. She said she would be able to get the information for me.
also told me that her son was very confused when a [redacted] was arrested for having sex with young boys. She explained that [redacted] was associated with the hockey program at the Fair grounds and was arrested. That her son couldn't believe that such a nice guy could be a child molester. The system was explained to [redacted] by his father and he offered to bring him to court to watch the trial if he wanted to. The offer wasn't taken up. After the subject was convicted and sent to Jail, [redacted] realized that some people aren't always who they seem to be. [redacted] told me about this since she feels that when I interviewed her son that he would become crushed to learn that the suspect wasn't what he appeared to be. She clarified this by saying that is, if nothing sexual has occurred between her son and the suspect. I explained briefly to her what I planed to do during the interview with her son.

Investigation to continue with interview of [redacted].
was at the office with his father at 1440 HRS. I prepared an interview room and asked for [redacted] to come to the room. He was very nervous and apprehensive. I told him he wasn't in any trouble at all and that he should relax. He said that all his father told him was that they were going to the Police station and that he should tell the truth. I had asked the father to tell [redacted] that we were going to have a review on a rock throwing incident which occurred earlier in the year. I didn't want to have to have to fear the unknown, which turned out to be the case. I seated him and relaxed him the best I could.

I introduced the subject by using the incident in which [redacted] from Swanzey was arrested and later convicted on child abuse. I asked [redacted] to recall how nice the guy was and what a surprise it was to learn what he was truly all about. He recalled the man and said he had a hard time believing he would do something like that.

I then told [redacted] I wanted to speak to him about another person in his life who may also be different than what he appears. I then mentioned the name of Gordon MacRae. I then explained to [redacted] that I knew a lot about Gordon and that what he has been told in the past by him was either embellished or just untrue. I told [redacted] that I suspected that possibly Gordon has made him feel uncomfortable in the past and that I wanted to discuss those incidents. From the body language change and the color of [redacted]'s face it seemed obvious that something was going to be said.

I then changed the pace for a second and asked [redacted] to list the reasons why he liked Gordon. He gave the following reasons:

1. Nice to talk to.
2. Understanding
3. Helps others
4. Spends a lot of time with him.
I then asked [redacted] to tell me from the beginning, how he met the suspect and about their relationship. He said he was nine when he first met Gordon. He was at St Bernards with another kid his age named [redacted]. It was in the winter time and they went into the rectory. [redacted] knew Gordon and introduced [redacted] to Gordon. On this first meeting Gordon asked [redacted] to lunch and they went to Papa Gino's for pizza. [redacted] can't recall whether [redacted] went along or not. A pattern was then established with [redacted] stopping by the rectory to see Gordon after sunday mass. [redacted] recalls that he would spent the afternoon with him and that Gordon would always have to get back by 1700 for some type of church meeting. Most of the activities engaged by the two were, going for ice cream, going for pizza, going for long drives, and occasionally going to martinee movies. [redacted] recalled some of these movies as superman and ET.

This pattern continued until he reached age 11. Once 11 he saw more and more of Gordon. He said he would go out to eat more with him more and estimated that he saw him 2 or 3 times a week. He also stated his parents interacted with Gordon and used him as a support beam regarding family problems. Some of these family problems dealt with [redacted] and his adjustment of [redacted] as a step father. [redacted]'s real father is a career man in the Army who was out of the picture when [redacted] reached age three. When, [redacted] was 13 he traveled to another state and visited with his dad. He was discouraged and confused over this visit, since his father payed little attention to him. His father never writes and [redacted] has a hard time dealing with the desertion and lack of care of his biological father. [redacted] also said he would call Gordon about his problems and that these calls started when he was 10 and half or 11 years old.

[redacted] recalls that starting at about age 11 and half Gordon would put his arm around [redacted] when he drove. He would rub his neck as they drove along. Also when watching movies in the suspects home and while seated together on the couch, the suspect would pull [redacted] closer to him and have his arm around him. [redacted] recalls feeling uncomfortable about this, but did not make an issue of it at the time.
said he can't recall receiving cash from the suspect before he reached age 13 (puberty). After 13 he states he received in total about $50.00 with ten dollars at one time being the most he ever received. Gordon never gave the money on any conditions and never asked that the money be paid back. Also received some gifts on his birthdays from the suspect. The suspect according to would always be asking him what his birthday was. On last birthday he received a radio from the suspect. On most of the other birthdays he said he received a five dollar bill. The last gift he received from the suspect was two shirts from a store in the Mall of NH. One of the shirts cost $19.00 and the other $7.00.

also described to me that Gordon recently offered him a job on Saturday's washing rugs at the Monadnock Substance Abuse center. He hasn't given Gordon an answer on this and initially told him he might have a job someplace else and would get back to him with an answer, after speaking with his parents. also said Gordon has been trying to get up with him more and more lately and it has concerned him.

Staying away from what has happened between the suspect and for awhile, I asked him about others boys who have contact with him. The first person mentioned by was. stated Gordon and spend a great deal of time with each other. Gordon also told that becomes jealous at times, because of the time Gordon spends with other teens.

Other names given include who says in a student at Monadnock High school. He states he believes and Gordon are just friends was mentioned as well as and states they spent the night with Gordon on at least one occasion. also said and are friends. a (15YOA) who knows Gordon through the St Bernards Church.
her names mentioned included [redacted] who is 14 years old and who lives on [redacted] Street. He was described as a friend of the suspect [redacted] and [redacted] who are twins have spent a lot of time with the suspect as well, and are considered close friends of the suspect.

I asked [redacted] to speculate to who he thought might be sexually involved with the suspect. The first person he mentioned was [redacted]. [redacted] states they are very close and MacRae buys all of [redacted] school close for him. The other subject he thought was a possible is [redacted]. Both [redacted] and [redacted] were described by [redacted] as vulnerable and trickable (his word) and might do something sexual with the suspect.

I told [redacted] I couldn't understand how the suspect could afford to spend as much money as he does on all of his acquaintances. He said he saw one of the suspects paychecks and it was for between 7 and 8 hundred dollars. He also added that he works at Spofford Hall and possibly Whispering Pines. [redacted] added that it seemed to him that the suspects use of money seemed flagrant to him. [redacted] also added that on one ride in the suspects car he had a pair of binoculars. That [redacted] asked the suspect about them and he said they for his observing persons while working as a private investigator.

I also asked [redacted] about whether the suspect visited him while he was away at a Boy Scout Camp in Manchester. He said he thought that the suspect would visit but was called by the suspect and told he was in the hospital and would not be able to come due to injuries sustained. [redacted] later told his son that the suspect had recovered from his injuries in a matter of days vs weeks as the suspect told [redacted].

I then asked [redacted] to think about the the incident in which he felt the most uncomfortable with the suspect. He then [redacted] said it was the time he was with the suspect in his home, and they were painting or staining a desk. [redacted] recalls that he was 13 at the time and this event took place just before his 14th birthday. He recalls the season as Spring. Stated it was probably in the afternoon but that he can't be sure of the time of day.
The suspect was living in the same Westwood apartment as he does now. The conversation between [redacted] and the suspect started with talk about being paid for the work done on the desk. The suspect [redacted] to pay [redacted] and he refused payment telling the suspect they were friends and payment wasn't called for. The suspect then pointed out to [redacted] he was broke and needed the money. [redacted] explained he needed the money but didn't want it from a friend. The suspect then told [redacted] he could earn money from him.

The suspect then further explained that, "I know a lot of ways [redacted] you could earn money from me" at this point the suspect left the room and went into his bathroom. When he returned he again spoke to [redacted] about his possible way to earn money. The suspect then told [redacted] he knew a boy who was a prostitute, and how much money he earned. The suspect then asked [redacted] what he thought about it. [redacted] says he told the suspect that homosexual acts were disgusting. The suspect then asked [redacted] specifically he found disgusting about it. [redacted] then remarked, "all of it". The suspect then remarked, "I, m not interested in most things, just cuddling and hugging". By this point in the conversation [redacted] said he felt uncomfortable and left under the excuse of needing a soda. When [redacted] returned to the same room as the suspect, he again spoke about this subject of prostitution. He asked [redacted] if he knew anyone who would have sex for money. [redacted] said no at first and then mentioned that his cousin had done it once with another male, but that it wasn't prostitution. The incident mentioned by [redacted] involved his cousin and another male the same age who masterbated together. This explanation was not offered to the suspect. The job on the desk was completed for the day and he was driven back home by the suspect.
states it was very clear to him the suspect wanted him to engage in sexual contact with him for money. estimates that between 3 and 4 times since this first conversation the suspect has made reference to their being no limit to earnings from this type of behavior. Each time states he told the suspect his morals would not allow him to do it.

also told me that even last Thursday 20 Oct 88, he was in the suspects vehicle enroute to his home on the bypass. While driving with the suspect mentioned to the suspect that he was going to ask his mother to borrow $4.00 in order to buy a ticket to the bonfire dance. The dance was scheduled for 22 Oct 88 at the Keene High School. The suspect remarked to "Well you know, you can earn as much money as you want" realized he was back to the subject of prostitution again and he says he shot him down by saying, "Ya but I'm not into that", and "It's against my morals". The suspect did not further the issue after these remarks were made.

I told about the reaction of his parents when I spoke with them about the possible bad influence that Gordon might be having on him. I wanted to realize the support it appears that he has at home. I also explored with about other signs that would indicate that Gordon is predisposed sexually to teens. I asked about the type of movies, photographs, text books, and other types of materials that may have been seen in the apartment. doesn't recall ever seeing anything like that described by me. I also asked him about whether the suspect ever accidentally caught him naked while he was changing or whenever the suspect was caught by while being disrobed. All of these were negative.
I asked what his last contact with the suspect was. He states that on Friday 28 Oct 88, they spoke on the phone and arranged for a ride to the dance with Gordon. However, plans changed and called cancelling the ride.

I asked what other things did the suspect allow him to do while they were together. He said Gordon would allow him to operate his car in the Markems Parking lot.

I then as I did throughout the interview attempted to make sure that was being truthful about whether or not he had been coerced into sexual contact. He states no he was never tricked into it. I explained to him how confusing it can be to have a pleasurable experience with positive rewards, and by my asking that it be disclosed, how all of this could cause apprehension in speaking the truth. He assured me that nothing happened. His body language appeared to indicate that he was being candid, however it's impossible to be sure.

I then asked into the office. had asked me to explain what had taken place to him. One point being why didn't tell his parents. I had asked him this and he said it was because he felt he could handle it, was reluctant to speak with his parents about sexual matters, and that he enjoys being more and more independent.

also told me that the suspect is either employed or doing volunteer work at the County Jail. He calls at the jail weekly and schedules meetings with inmates. was unaware if the suspect is paid or not. I asked him to speak with and to have call me regarding this issue.

I asked to have write out a paper describing everything he can thing of regards to his experiences with the suspect.

Interview out at 1640 HRS
On 2 Nov 88, I arranged to meet with Helen White who works at the Keene High School as a guidance counselor. She has [REDACTED] as one of her clients. I briefly told her about this investigation and wanted to know if [REDACTED] had mentioned the suspect to her. She stated he didn't say anything to her about him. [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] appeared to be open with each other and I felt he might have told her about some mishap with MacRae. I then arranged with [REDACTED] to have [REDACTED] brought down to her office for a short interview. He came down and [REDACTED] left us alone in her office.

I assured [REDACTED] he wasn't in trouble and that I was interested in speaking to him about a subject named Gordon MacRae. He then said, "Oh that queer". I asked [REDACTED] when was the first time he ever met the suspect. He said he was with [REDACTED] and they had met him at the Colony Mill. [REDACTED] explained that he needed some money and discussed it with MacRae. That even after never meeting each other before MacRae took [REDACTED] to his bank and used his automatic teller card to give [REDACTED] needed $66.00 for the fine. [REDACTED] states the fine was for driving without a license. I later checked with the court and found that [REDACTED] paid the fine with cash on 7-7-88. [REDACTED] stated that MacRae said nothing at the time about paying the money back. After at least a month if not more [REDACTED] states he called MacRae again for money. He stated MacRae had given him his card and wrote his home phone number down on the back. [REDACTED] said he still knew the number and spouted off [REDACTED] He looked at a telephone when he recalled the number. I asked him why and he said by looking at the keys he can recall the number by the way its dialed. I later checked and found it was an easy way to remember the number.

When [REDACTED] called MacRae about more money, MacRae told [REDACTED] "Their must be some way to earn money" [REDACTED] didn't get it at first and started to mention things jokingly like robbing a bank and other such things. From the flow of the conversation [REDACTED] said he realized what MacRae was hinting at. MacRae then remarked, "Well when you think about something, call me back".

Reported Officer: J.F. McLaughlin
Supervisor Approving: [signature]
states he was invited up to the apartment any time he wanted to stop by.
But he states he never went up there although he does know its the building across from Paks west. He states he was with [redacted] on one occasion and they did try to find the place but had no luck.

Also recalls speaking to the suspect on another occasion over the phone and again the suspect reminded [redacted] that he could pay back the money some way.

Also states the last time he met with the suspect was when he was picked up while walking on West Street near the Valley Green. He states he was with [redacted] at the time (age [redacted]). The suspect didn't say anything in front of the other boy, except, for [redacted] asking him to call him some time.

Was asked who the suspect might also be involved with. He gave [redacted] name and said he knows the suspect real good.

Also added that he went to [redacted] once with the suspect for pizza but that nothing was said or hinted at [redacted] said he might be able to find out from some other kids, certain things about the suspect. I cautioned him about talking about this case. But at the same time, I realize that it might be to hot for [redacted] to control. I later learned from [redacted] that [redacted] was attempting to get in touch with me with further information. I attempted him at his home number [redacted] and received no answer.

I had also checked with the court and found that [redacted] was in need of money again in September for some more court fines. He was unable to get the money and a bench warrant was issued on 9-29-88.
I have been contacted by the following law enforcement organizations and subjects concerning the TT message about this suspect:

Det Blackburn  
Ft Lauderdale, Florida  305 761-5553  
He wanted the subjects name and parish if known.

Sgt Smith  
Collier County Sheriffs Department, Florida  813 774-4434  
He wanted the name of the suspect because he had arrested a catholic priest who was in the parish school molesting little boys. He said after he left Florida he was sent by the church to New Hampshire. A check will be made to see if the name matches. Initially he states the name doesn’t sound familiar and the date of birth makes our suspect to young. He’ll call back if it does match.

Det Waudell  
Hampton, NH Police Department  617-929-4444  
He responded back to our call regarding a record check. He will forward a copy of the case file on the suspect.

Teresa Catland  
Department of Law Enforcement State of Florida  904-488-6935  
She wanted additional information on the suspect so that she could pass on the information to the state sex crimes unit so they can check all of their files.

Det Steven Fox  
Baltimore County Police Department  301 668-7673  
He needs additional information on this case to follow up on any JV that the suspect came in contact with while in his counseling role with their department.
After speaking with the secretary also had some additional information about the suspect. I then spoke with She states she has met Gordon MacRae at an xmas party given in the home of who lives on . She then told me that the suspect was sexually involved with a then Keene High student named . She knows he isn't a student any longer in Keene, and believes he went away to college. She thinks he is 19 years old at this time. The matter so far as she knows was never investigated by either the Police or DCYS and any agency. The victim had gone to MacRae for counseling and was coerced into a sexual relationship.

I ran a name search through the computer and found the following:

On 2 Nov 88, I received a call from Det Waudell of the Hampton Police Department. He researched the files and found a case report of the incident involving our suspect in his town. He said the incident occurred in 1983 and was dealt with at that time by DCYS worker, Marglyn Frazier. At that time the incident was found to be founded. The victim at the time of the sexual assault was 14 years old. He later disclosed the abuse again in 1986 to a psychologist who thought the abuse was recent and who reported the matter back to DCYS. The parents contacted the Hampton Police Department and spoke with Det Waudell. They wanted him to re investigate the case because they were very disturbed over the way the catholic church handled the manner and wanted to sue them. DCYS sent a letter to Waudell at the time telling him no fresh investigation was needed. The matter was resolved in 1983 with the suspect having a treatment plan approved by the Attourney Generals office. The Cheshire County Attorneys office was then notified since the treat- and residency of the suspect would be in the Keene area. A copy of the case report will be sent by Hampton PD.